Grace Huang – Prose:
1. What the river has thrown to your field through alluvion is acquired by
you by the law of the nations.
2. No one ought to be enriched by another’s harm.
3. Docile skill conquers all by trying.
4. So now we are equal.
5. It must be distinguished between a true and an apparent contract. It must
be distinguished between the matter and the form.
6. I will set out for home from Copenhagen on Friday.
7. Study makes favourable things beautiful, and provides solace in adversity.
8. O stupid animal! Such ignorance!
9. He said these words wretchedly and stammering and without method.
10. Then it also concerns you, when the nearest wall is burning.
11. May the philosophic republic not suffer any detriment.
12. The ignorant crowd is a shapeless monster to be dreaded, which has been
deprived of light.
13. The soul depends on the support of the body.
14. I am often accustomed to vary my serious and earnest practices by games
and jokes.
15. He who drinks well, sleeps well.
16. It is necessary to distinguish between matter and form before you descend
into the arena.
17. The die has been thrown.
18. Just as a giant tree, wounded by an axe, when only the last blow remains,
where it will fall is in doubt, and it is feared by every side, so the mind…

Yuqing Li: Nox in Augusto
The
Endless
Quivering
Moonlight
Glitters upon the waves of the sea.
Shining in the heart
is the eternal impression of beauty.
The small heart feels the inexpressible,
While everything radiant,
While everything translucent
Awakens dreams.
Fragrant pine trees dream about the sun
And their foliage continuously whispers
Something in their song,
And like mothers with hazy fingers
They sweetly caress the laughing mouths
Of the fading west winds
In the branches drifting to sleep.

